One of the biggest challenges in heliophysics is to decipher the magnetic structure of the solar chromosphere. The importance of measuring the chromospheric magnetic field is due to both the key role the chromosphere plays in energizing and structuring the outer solar atmosphere and the inability of extrapolation of photospheric fields to adequately describe this key boundary region. Over the last few years, significant progress has been made in the spectral line formation of UV lines as well as the MHD modeling of the solar atmosphere. It is found that the Hanle effect in the Lyman-alpha line (121.567 nm) is a most promising diagnostic tool for weaker magnetic fields in the chromosphere and transition region. Based on this groundbreaking research, we propose the Chromospheric Lyman-Alpha Spectro-Polarimeter (CLASP) to NASA as a sounding rocket experiment, for making the first measurement of the linear polarization produced by scattering processes and the Hanle effect in the Lyman-alpha line (121.567 nm), and making the first exploration of the magnetic field in the upper chromosphere and transition region of the Sun. The CLASP instrument consists of a Cassegrain telescope, a rotating 1/2-wave plate, a dual-beam spectrograph assembly with a grating working as a beam splitter, and an identical pair of reflective polarization analyzers each equipped with a CCD camera. We propose to launch CLASP in December 2014.
INTRODUCTION
In the previous decade, a new appreciation of the scientific importance of the chromosphere has emerged, one in which its dynamics and mass flux are seen to play a key role in the heating of the corona and the acceleration of the solar wind. Within the chromosphere, hydrodynamic and magnetic forces compete for dominance. In the "lower" chromosphere, where the ratio of gas to magnetic pressure β > 1, hydrodynamic forces prevail, while in the "upper" chromosphere, where β < 1, magnetic forces dominate. Non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE) radiative transfer effects complicate the interpretation of the chromospheric radiation from both regions. Because of its inherent complexity, the chromosphere has received much less attention than the layers below or above it, despite its important role in energizing the solar atmosphere. The combination of powerful instrumentation and advanced numerical simulations has recently provided a new focus on studies of the chromosphere and its connection to the transition region and corona.
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One major impediment to advancing the understanding of the solar atmosphere is our poor empirical knowledge of the chromospheric magnetic field. The dissipation of magnetic energy in the 10 6 K corona may be significantly modulated by the strength and structure of the magnetic field in the chromosphere.
14 The strength of the magnetic field in the chromosphere determines the height at which the plasma β = 1 transition occurs. The β = 1 height has important consequences for the forcing of magnetic field lines and resultant braiding/heating, 15, 16 wave propagation and wave mode conversions, 17 the nature of the magnetic canopy, 18, 19 and the force-free nature of the magnetic field in the chromosphere. This last issue has taken on significant importance: non-linear force free extrapolation methods based on photospheric magnetic field boundary conditions have difficulty in accurately predicting coronal magnetic fields. 20 Several studies suggest that measurement of chromospheric fields (direction and field strength) will help resolve some of these difficulties.
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Knowledge of the field strength and direction in the magnetically dominated upper chromosphere and transition region is crucial to address several major and unresolved issues in solar physics. Images of this region made in the hydrogen Lyα spectral line with the VAULT sounding rocket 9 reveal long thin threads ( Figure 1 ). Although no clear empirical proof has yet been provided, these threads are believed to trace the magnetic field orientation, suggesting closed field structures at chromospheric heights. The magnetic field in this region is important for constraining theoretical models of chromospheric spicules, 23, 24 since many models are dependent on the expansion of flux tubes with height. 25, 26 Measurements of the field strength in the upper chromosphere can better constrain the energy flux carried by the Alfvénic waves that propagate along these ubiquitous upper chromospheric features; preliminary estimates suggest these waves may carry enough energy to drive the solar wind. 4, 27, 28 These measurements may also help determine whether the ubiquitous granular fields [29] [30] [31] have an impact on the upper chromosphere and beyond, which is a major unresolved issue with significant implications for the energetics of the chromosphere. [32] [33] [34] Finally, comparisons of measurements of field strengths in the up- per chromosphere and transition region with advanced numerical simulations that incorporate self-consistent convection and a quasi-realistic chromosphere 13, [35] [36] [37] can help improve and refine these models, especially with respect to the magnetic field configuration that is introduced as an initial condition. Such improvements are crucial for a comprehensive understanding of chromospheric energetics, in particular for the upcoming Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS) mission, which depends on such models for proper interpretation of its chromospheric and transition region data.
The only way to measure solar magnetic fields is via the observation and interpretation of polarization signals in spectral lines. Unfortunately, the familiar Zeeman effect is of limited practical interest in the upper solar chromosphere and transition region (except in sunspots) because the ensuing polarization amplitudes scale with the ratio between the Zeeman splitting and the Doppler width, and this ratio turns out to be very small in the hot plasma of the upper solar chromosphere (and especially for the UV lines that originate there). Fortunately, the Hanle effect (i.e., the magnetic field induced modification of the linear polarization due to scattering processes in spectral lines 38 ) is sensitive to weaker magnetic fields than the Zeeman effect, regardless of the magnitude of the Doppler line width. Moreover, the Hanle effect is also sensitive to magnetic fields that are tangled at scales too small to be resolved. The Hanle effect has been detected in visible and near IR lines with ground-based instrumentation and used to determine magnetic fields in the photosphere, spicules and prominences (e.g., the reviews by Leroy, 39 Casini & Landi Degl'Innocenti, 40 and Trujillo Bueno 41 ). These and other more recent investigations based also on ground-based observations 42 suggest that outside active regions the magnetic field strength at transition region heights is probably weaker than 100 G. However, there is no true empirical information on this issue because visible and near-IR spectral lines are inadequate to probe the upper chromosphere and transition region. Instead, the measurement must be made with UV spectral lines, requiring launching the instrument above Earth's atmosphere.
THE HANLE EFFECT IN LYMAN-ALPHA
The purpose of the Chromospheric Lyman-Alpha Spectro-Polarimeter (CLASP) is to measure the linear polarization profiles caused by scattering processes and the Hanle effect in the hydrogen Lyα line. CLASP will provide, for the first time, the observations required for magnetic field measurements in the upper chromosphere and transition region. In this section, we provide a brief review of the Hanle effect and its expected observational signature in Lyα. For additional information, please see Refs. 43-45 on the Hanle effect and Refs. 24, 32, 46-49 for its use to determine the magnetic field information. Solar magnetic fields leave fingerprints in the polarization signatures of the emergent spectral line radiation. The Hanle effect is just the modification of the linear polarization produced by scattering processes due to the presence of a magnetic field. This occurs because magnetic fields modify the atomic level polarization (population imbalances and quantum coherences) induced by anisotropic radiative pumping processes. The Hanle effect is sensitive to magnetic field strengths between approximately 0.2 B H and 5 B H , where the critical Hanle field intensity (B H ) is the field strength for which the Zeeman splitting of the spectral line level under consideration is similar to the level's natural width.
45 B H ≈50 G for Lyα. This implies that if anisotropic radiative pumping processes produce measurable linear polarization in Lyα, then such polarization should be sensitive to magnetic field strengths between 10 and 250 G, approximately. For this range of field strengths the contribution of the Zeeman effect to the linear polarization is completely negligible, and the circular polarization amplitude is expected to be smaller than 0.1%.
Although there are other UV resonance lines that are predicted to also show significant scattering polarization signals, 58, 59 we have chosen the hydrogen Lyα line because of the range of magnetic fields to which it is sensitive (which covers the range of expected magnetic fields in the upper chromosphere), because it is emitted in the upper chromosphere and transition region (which increases the likelihood that the magnetic field information will be from the low-β region of the chromosphere), and because it is the brightest upper-chromosphere/transition-region UV line.
The intensity profile of Lyα has been measured on the solar disk by several instruments onboard sounding rockets or space-based telescopes. These measurements show that Lyα is always in emission and that the emission originates in the upper chromosphere and transition region. 50, 51 Recent radiative transfer investigations using semi-empirical and hydrodynamical models of the solar atmosphere indicate that the Lyα line should show measurable scattering polarization line-core signals, which via the Hanle effect are sensitive to the magnetic field strengths expected for the upper chromosphere and transition region. 52 This prediction is based on the same quantum theory of spectral line formation that so successfully explains the linear polarization profiles observed in visible and near-IR lines.
32, 42, 46, 53-57
Here we provide information on the expected Hanle effect in Lyα for a scattering geometry corresponding to a close to the limb observation; a summary of the expected signatures of the Hanle effect in Lyα is in Table 1 . Figure 2 with a gray dotted line for reference), the curves show Q/I and U/I for a horizontal (i.e., parallel to the solar surface) magnetic field of 20 G; the field has a fixed orientation given by the azimuth angle written in the figure panels. Note that both Q/I and U/I are sensitive to the azimuth of the magnetic field vector: while the Q/I signal changes but remains always negative, the sign of U/I depends on the azimuth value.
In this close to the limb scattering geometry, U/I would be zero if, instead of having a dominant orientation, the magnetic field azimuth was uniformly distributed within the spatio-temporal resolution element of the observation. However, away from the solar disk center, Q/I remains sensitive to the magnetic field strength even in such an unfavorable situation. This can be seen clearly in the left panel of Figure 3 , which shows how the |Q/I| signal decreases as the magnetic field strength of a random-azimuth horizontal field increases. We point out that in the forward-scattering geometry of a disk center observation (i.e., a LOS with µ = 1), it is not possible to detect the Hanle effect if the magnetic field has a random azimuth at subresolution scales.
The calculations shown in Figure 2 and in the left panel of Figure 3 were made using the complete frequency redistribution (CRD) approximation, which for strong resonance lines like Lyα is expected to be suitable for estimating the line core polarization. 62 Partial frequency redistribution (PRD) effects have recently been investigated by Belluzzi et al. 61 As shown in the right panel of Figure 3 , they find that for close to the limb observations PRD effects produce a complex Q/I profile, with line-center amplitudes approximately the same as those obtained with the CRD approximation, but with sizable polarization signals in the red and blue wings. These wing Q/I signals are insensitive to the magnetic field (because the Hanle effect in Lyα operates only in the line core), but they are very sensitive to the temperature structure of the solar atmosphere. Therefore, measuring the intensity and the linear polarization of Lyα in the wings (e.g., at ∼ ±0.04 nm from line center) may help constrain the temperature structure of the observed atmospheric region, and this would in turn facilitate the modeling of the line-core signals and the inference of the magnetic field.
The numerical methods and computer programs for doing the one-dimensional radiative transfer calculations summarized in the previous figures have recently been generalized for solving the three-dimensional (3D) problem of scattering polarization and the Hanle effect in Lyα. 63 A recent application of this new 3D radiative transfer tool to the MHD model of the solar chromosphere described in Ref. 64 emphasizes that we should indeed expect measurable linear polarization in the Lyα line and that the Hanle effect caused by the model's magnetic field produces significant changes in the emergent Q/I and U/I profiles. 65 By measuring the polarization signals produced by scattering processes and the Hanle effect in Lyα and comparing them with those computed in increasingly realistic atmospheric models, we will be able to decipher the magnetic, thermal and dynamic structure of the upper chromosphere and transition region of the Sun.
SCIENTIFIC REQUIREMENTS
Observing the scattering polarization in Lyα and detecting the Hanle effect in the line core are the primary goals of the CLASP instrument. The information on the magnetic field can then be inferred from the observed Q/I and U/I line-core signals themselves through radiative transfer modeling of the observed polarization, applying the above-mentioned radiative transfer tools and the increasingly realistic 3D solar atmospheric models developed by the Oslo group. In this section, we determine the scientific requirements of the proposed instrument to achieve these measurements, summarized in Table 2 .
Target Selection
The theoretical predictions summarized in Table 1 suggest that the most appropriate target would be on-disk regions located away from the solar disk center (see also Figures 2 and 3) . These results indicate that in order to maximize the chances of detection it is better to opt for a close to the limb observation (e.g., µ = 0.3). CLASP will allow us to probe for the first time the quiet Sun magnetism in the upper solar chromosphere and transition region, and our primary target is the network and inter-network regions of the quiet Sun. In addition to this, the 400 arcsec long spectropolarimeter slit will ideally cross plages, filaments and spicules in order to explore their magnetization at transition region heights.
Polarization Sensitivity
The measurement sensitivity requirements for these targets are based on reported estimates of the field strengths in some chromospheric structures. For example, in the quiet Sun, it is reported that chromospheric spicules have magnetic field strengths ranging from ∼5 to 50 G. 24 Referring to Figures 2 and 3 (left), spectropolarimetric measurements with 0.1−0.2% sensitivity will be necessary. Hence, we require 0.1% sensitivity in Q/I and U/I in the line core (i.e., ±0.02 nm around the line center). The polarization signals in the wings of the Q/I profile due to PRD effects (see right panel of Figure 3 ) are much larger than in the line core; hence we require a 0.5% polarimetric sensitivity in the line wings (e.g., at ±0.05 nm).
Spectroscopic Resolution
We have considered the impact of degraded spectral resolution on the linear polarization signatures shown in Figures 2 and 3 by convolving the spectral signature with Gaussian functions of different widths. In order to maintain the line-core Q/I and U/I signals without a significant deterioration, a spectral resolution of at least 0.01 nm is required.
Spectral Window
As mentioned above, CLASP aims at detecting scattering polarization and the Hanle effect in the Lyα line. This can be done by measuring the linear polarization profiles within a spectral window of at least ± 0.05 nm around the line center, where in addition to the line core itself, we expect the largest PRD peaks of the Q/I profile (see right panel of Figure 3 ). Additionally, these wing signals can be used to help constrain the temperature structure of the solar atmosphere. Hence, we require a window of more than ± 0.05 nm around the Lyα line center.
Spatial and Temporal Resolution
Clearly, the upper chromosphere is a very dynamic region with rapid variations of density and temperature on small scales and physical conditions that vary between adjacent field lines. However, the rapid changes in the thermodynamics are not necessarily followed by equally large fluctuations in the magnetic field. The magnetic structure in the upper chromosphere is very likely relatively simple, being almost force-free. 66 Here we use the typical length scales and lifetimes of structures and groups of structures as a proxy for the required resolution.
In Lyα images of the quiet Sun (see Figure 1) , VAULT revealed the existence of thin threads with thicknesses of 1−2 and lengths of 10 . 67 The threads tend to be organized in small groups, i.e., adjacent threads tend to lie parallel to one another. We find the directions of the threads are coherent on spatial scales of ∼ 10 both along and across them. Additionally, we have analyzed the VAULT data and found that the change in intensity in the threads is less than 10% over a 5-minute window. These results are consistent with results from other instruments that show the lifetimes of the threads is usually longer than 5 minutes.
INSTRUMENT DESIGN
CLASP is a spectropolarimeter more optimized for observing the Lyα line than what we presented last year.
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The current design consisting of a Cassegrain telescope, a rotating 1/2-wave plate, a dual-beam spectrograph assembly with a grating working as a beam splitter, an identical pair of reflective polarization analyzers each equipped with a CCD camera, and a slitjaw imaging system. The overall layout and baseline design parameters are shown in Figure 4 . A preliminary structure design is also shown in Figure 4 . The telescope and spectrograph are assembled as separate structures, allowing each section to be optically aligned independently before integration and end-to-end system alignment. Each section is cantilevered from the main interface plate which attaches to the rocket skin.
Telescope
The CLASP telescope is a Cassegrain design (Figure 4) . The aperture is defined by an aperture stop at the telescope entrance, sized to prevent sunlight from illuminating the telescope structures surrounding the primary mirror. The primary mirror uses a "cold mirror" coating, i.e. a narrowband multilayer coating that reflects the target wavelength but is transparent to visible light. As shown in Figure 4 schematic, this allows most of the visible light to pass through the primary mirror and onto the heat absorber, which is thermally isolated from the telescope and spectrograph. This considerably reduces the heat load on subsequent optical components and minimizes visible light contamination in the spectrograph. This is a simplified and improved design based on the cold mirror telescope used on the MSFC Solar Ultraviolet Magnetograph Instrument (SUMI) sounding rocket experiment. 70 A coating sample has been procured and its performance has been verified ( Figure 5 ).
Polarimeter System
The polarimeter system consists of a rotating 1/2-wave plate and two reflective polarization analyzers (Figure 4) . The rotating waveplate (Section 4.2.1) allows measurement of both Stokes Q and U with fixed polarization analyzers. The optical components between the waveplate and polarization analyzers are oriented to minimize polarization errors and crosstalk: the ruling of the diffraction grating is parallel to the polarization axes of the polarizers, and the camera mirrors are tilted around the same axis. This will be verified by an end-to-end calibration of the spectropolarimeter system using a polarized input beam.
The design and performance of the polarimeter system are strongly dependent on the optical properties of materials and coatings at the Lyα wavelength. Therefore a comprehensive testing program using the Ultraviolet Synchrotron Orbital Radiation Facility (UVSOR) at the Institute for Molecular Sciences, an affiliated institute of the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ), was initiated to make measurements on optical material samples and optical component prototypes. 
MgF 2 Waveplate
The waveplate is a compound zero-order waveplate consisting of two stacked MgF 2 plates with slightly different thicknesses and their principal axes rotated by 90
• from each other. We have measured the optical constants of an MgF 2 plate supplied by the same vendor who will fabricate the flight waveplate, and used the results to design and fabricate a prototype waveplate. The retardance of the prototype was measured at UVSOR and the results were used to refine the final design with a thickness difference of 15.71 µm. The flight waveplate will be fabricated to this specification and tested before integration.
The waveplate rotation mechanism is a hollow DC brushless motor developed by Mitsubishi Precision Co, Ltd. for use on the proposed spectropolarimeter for the Solar-C satellite. The mechanism largely consists of subcomponents with flight heritage. It is designed specifically for use as a continuous-rotation waveplate mechanism, and is optimized for stability of the rotation speed. Qualification tests are underway as part of the Solar-C technology development. 
Reflective Polarization Analyzers
The polarization analyzers are high reflectivity multilayer coatings optimized for polarization efficiency based on the design by Bridou et al. 72 This design achieves maximum polarizing efficiency at an incident angle of 68
• . A prototype of the multilayer polarization analyzer has been fabricated and tested at UVSOR, and the reflectivity s-polarization at this incident angle was found to be 56% ( Figure 6 ). The two analyzers are placed at this angle and mounted 90 degrees from each other (with respect to the optical axis) to measure two orthogonal polarizations simultaneously; one is parallel to the ruling direction of the grating, and the other is perpendicular to it.
Spectrograph
The spectrograph is an inverse Wadsworth configuration using a spherical constant-line-space grating (Figure 4) . The grating disperses the incident beam into the ±1st order collimated beams symmetrically. Each beam is focused on a CCD camera with an off-axis parabolic camera mirror (Figure 7) . To enhance the reflectivity at Lyα, an aluminum coating and MgF 2 overcoat will be applied to the grating as well as the camera mirrors and the secondary mirror.
The spectrograph and telescope designs were optimized together to provide the highest possible photon count in the Lyα line. This is achieved by maximizing the angular width of the slit (but not to exceed the 10 arcsec spatial resolution requirement), which requires a fast (short focal length) telescope and a high dispersion spectrograph. The grating ruling density of 3600 mm −1 was chosen as the best compromise between high dispersion and fabrication constraints; simulations by HORIBA Jobin Yvon with CLASP design parameters show that ruling densities higher than 3600 mm −1 can show anomalies (sudden decreases in the grating efficiency) around the Lyα line. Based on these factors, a design with a slit width of 1.45 arcsec was selected (Figure 4 ).
Slitjaw System
The slitjaw system is a Lyα imaging system to confirm the instrument pointing during flight, to facilitate the interpretation of the data obtained by the spectropolarimeter, and to obtain context images to be used for co-alignment with other observations. Specifications are shown in Figure 4 .
The slitjaw optics consists of a fold mirror, a matched pair of off-axis parabolic mirrors and two Lyα filters in series. The Lyα filter has low transmissivity (< 0.01%) in visible light and 7% in the Lyα, as confirmed by our measurements. In addition, the fold mirror has a multilayer coating to further suppress visible light, reducing the overall visible light contaminations in the slitjaw image to less than 1% of Lyα intensity. A CCD detector system identical to the spectrograph camera system (Section 4.5) will be used as the slitjaw camera.
The slitjaw system is also invaluable for pre-flight alignment and verification of the telescope alignment. These ground tests will be performed with a clear filter in place of the Lyα filter pair. The full size of each grid is 52 µm (4 pixels), which corresponds to 5.6 in the spatial direction and 0.0192 nm in the spectral dispersion direction. The spot diagrams in channel 2 are horizontal reversals of these.
Spectrograph Detectors
CLASP uses two identical spectrograph cameras. Each camera will contain a back-thinned e2v CCD57-10 512x512 frame-transfer CCD. Lumogen-E coating is currently baselined for its high quantum efficiency. This phosphor coating can be applied to packaged CCDs, and the manufacturer (Acton Optics & Coatings) reports a QE of 30% at Lyα for a Lumogen-E coated back-illuminated CCD.
The use of frame-transfer CCDs eliminates the need for mechanical shutters, and because exposure occurs concurrently with the readout of the previous exposure, the dead time between exposures is less than 2% of the 0.3-second exposure time. The exposure is controlled by an external trigger generated by the waveplate rotation mechanism (Section 6.1). Only 512(spatial)×256(spectral) pixels around the Lyα line will be read out at the rate of ∼ 500 kHz.
Each camera incorporates an LN2 cooled cold block and a CCD heater. The cold block is cooled by LN2 until the moment of launch, and has sufficient thermal mass to keep the CCD cool for the duration of the flight. The heater is actively controlled to maintain a stable CCD temperature.
Data System
CLASP will be equipped with two Data Acquisition and Control Systems (DACS), one for handling the data from spectrograph cameras, and another for the slitjaw and housekeeping data. One 10 Mbps downlink will be used for the science data. It allows CLASP to downlink the central 256 × 256 region of every spectropolarimeter data obtained during flight in addition to housekeeping data and a subset of slitjaw images ( > ∼ 1 image / sec). Thus, full spectropolarimetric accuracy can be achieved for the central 1/2 of the field of view even in the event of recovery failure.
RADIOMETRY
Photon noise is an important factor limiting the polarization sensitivity of CLASP. Predicting and verifying the polarization sensitivity require accurate estimates of source intensity and instrument throughput. We have measured the throughput for many of the components at UVSOR, and provide conservative estimates for others ( Table 3) . The reflectivity and transmissivity of mirror coatings and polarizer components are actual measurements of samples or prototypes from the same vendors and designs that will be used for the flight instrument. The grating reflectivities are estimated by the supplier (HORIBA Jobin Yvon). The quantum efficiency of the flight CCD with Lumogen-E coating was provided by the vendor (Acton Optics & Coatings). The flight grating and CCD will be measured prior to integration.
For our simulations, we used an input spectrum of the Lyα solar emissivity measured with the HRTS sounding rocket experiment. 73 While absorption by the geocorona is not negligible, it occurs in a wavelength range of only 0.003 nm, which corresponds to the Doppler width of the neutral hydrogen in the exosphere. Since the pixel size of CLASP in wavelength is 0.0048 nm, only the central 1 or 2 pixels (in the spectral direction) are affected by the geocorona. The predicted detectable flux is shown in Figure 8 (left panel).
The effect of visible light contamination has also been investigated. The predominant contamination path is expected to be the visible light that is collected by the telescope, passed through the slit and scattered by the grating. The visible light scattering of a commercial 2400 mm −1 grating was measured to be 1.5% per steradian in the direction of the CCD. Nevertheless, with the "cold mirror" coating on the primary mirror suppressing the visible light by 97%, the visible light photon flux at the CCD is estimated to be ∼ 4 photons/pixel/s, which is a factor of 10 −5 smaller than the expected Lyα peak signal. Meanwhile, the nonspecular scattering is removed with the careful design of light traps and baffles. The level of the scattered light will be measured with the flight instrument using the natural sunlight introduced in the NAOJ clean room.
POLARIZATION MEASUREMENT

Observing Program and Modulation
The instrument will go into observing mode as soon as the Sun is acquired by the Solar Pointing Attitude Rocket Control System (SPARCS). Based on the 2σ-low trajectory of the similarly-sized SUMI experiment, 309 seconds of observing time is available after SPARCS pointing is stabilized and before 150 km downleg, where atmospheric absorption of Lyα becomes non-negligible (assuming a December launch, based on measurements reported by Jones et al. 74 ). The first 29 seconds of the observing period is allocated for fine-tuning of the instrument pointing using uplink commands based on real-time slitjaw images. Our baseline plan is to maintain a fixed pointing on a near-limb target for the remaining 280 seconds of available observing time. The SPARCS system has a track record of < 0.25 peak-to-peak jitter and a maximum of 5 drift over the duration of flight.
As an option, an initial sun-center pointing is being considered for verifying the spectrograph calibration. SPARCS will initially point the instrument to sun center where scattering polarization is predicted to be significantly smaller than a near-limb target. After a short observation of the Sun center (sufficient to measure average polarization along the slit), SPARCS will be commanded to a near-limb observing target. preliminary radiometry estimate, the optimal exposure time will be 0.3 sec, resulting in a waveplate rotation period of 4.8 sec.
The observed signal in each spectropolarimeter channel, as a function of time, are:
where K 1 and K 2 are throughput values of channels 1 and 2, D 1 and D 2 are the observed data values in these two channels, and φ is the rotation angle of the waveplate. The modulation coefficient a = 0.64 represents the reduction in modulation that results from the continuous motion of the waveplate. However, the improved S/N ratio that results from the continuous rotation and continuous exposure makes up for the reduced modulation, and achieves a higher polarization sensitivity overall.
Demodulation
All the raw data are returned without onboard processing, and demodulation will be done on the ground using all flight data. First, we derive fractional polarizations (Q/I and U/I) using only the data from a single channel. For example, Q/I is calculated from channel 1 data as:
Every set of successive 16 images in the data, corresponding to one rotation of the waveplate, will cancel out non-uniformities in the waveplate and fringe patterns caused by the waveplate. It will also cancel out crosstalk from Stokes V signals, although Stokes V signal is predicted to be small and negligible as a source of error. The Stokes signals from one channel data will be verified by comparing to those from the other channel, and both signals will be summed to obtain the final Stokes profiles. This cancels possible polarization errors in the single-channel demodulation caused by time variation of source intensity and time variation of instrument pointing since two channels take orthogonal pairs of polarization simultaneously. The alignment between two channels and the calibration of the throughput ratio between two channels will be performed using the flight data, essentially by summing all data in each channel. Based on the polarization ray tracing with the coating parameters provided by the vendor. †These factors are included for reference, but will be corrected by comparing the two spectropolarimeter channels, and by using flight data to calibrate the throughput difference between the two channels.
Polarization Accuracy and Sensitivity
Our requirement on the polarization sensitivity is 0.1% in the line core (121.567 ± 0.020 nm) for a spatial area of less than 10 ( Table 2) . Table 4 shows possible causes and expected magnitudes of polarization errors calculated assuming a 280 second total observing time (Section 6.1) and by summing 4 pixels (5.6 ) along the slit. The right panel of Figure 8 shows an expected Stokes profile with error bars based on Table 4 , indicating that polarization accuracy with 0.1% can be achieved at a 3σ level in the line core. Note that this is a conservative estimate that does not take into account the correction of source intensity fluctuation and instrument pointing jitter as discussed Section 6.2. Outside the line core, the polarization accuracy exceeds 0.2% (3σ) in the wing, up to ±0.05 nm from the line center ( Figure 8 , right panel).
CONCLUTING REMARKS
The measurement of the magnetic field vector in the solar outer atmosphere (chromosphere, transition region and corona) is a very important challenge in heliophysics. The most promising diagnostic tool for mapping the magnetic fields of the solar transition region and corona is the Hanle effect in allowed UV lines, which requires the deployment of a UV polarimeter in space. The proposed Chromospheric Lyman-Alpha Spectro-Polarimeter (CLASP) is the natural first step in this advancement. The CLASP measurements will provide the first quantitative detection of the magnetic field in the solar upper chromosphere and transition region, where the Lyα line originates. These measurements will lead to significant new scientific insights, such as refining the theoretical models of chromospheric spicules, constraining the energy flux carried by Alfvénic waves, and determining the importance of the quiet Sun magnetism. CLASP measurements will be used to refine chromosphere and transition region models, which are crucial for a comprehensive understanding of chromospheric energetics. CLASP will be a trailblazer for the exploration of the magnetism of the solar outer atmosphere via spectropolarimetric observations, and act as a pathfinder to the planned spectropolarimeters on the Solar-C mission.
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